
   

Arozzi Arena Fratello  Arozzi, Sweden - 2022-11-23 
 
 
Arozzi Arena Fratello - Black 
SKU: ARENA-FRATELLO-BK, UPC: 850009447647 
 
Arozzi Arena Fratello - Dark Grey 
SKU: ARENA-FRATELLO-DKGY, UPC: 850009447760 
 
Arozzi Arena Fratello - Pure Black 
SKU: ARENA-FRATELLO-PUBK, UPC: 850009447630 
 
Arozzi Arena Fratello - Red 
SKU: ARENA-FRATELLO-RD, UPC: 850009447654 
 
Arozzi Arena Fratello - White 
SKU: ARENA-FRATELLO-WT, UPC: 850009447661 
 
Arozzi Arena Fratello - White 
SKU: ARENA-FRATELLO-WHITE-PINK, UPC: 850032247702 
 
 

Short text: 

The Arena Fratello is the smaller version of the regular Arena. Our Swedish designers 

created it to optimize your gaming and computing experience with utilizable features, 

sturdy & long-lasting materials, and optimized aesthetics. 

- Full-surface mouse pad 

- Mouse pad is water-resistant and machine washable 

- 3 Cut outs for cable management and monitor attachment 

 

Long text: 

The Arena Fratello is the smaller version of the regular Arena. Our Swedish designers 

created it to optimize your gaming and computing experience with utilizable features, 

sturdy & long-lasting materials, and optimized aesthetics. 

- Full-surface mouse pad 

- Mouse pad is water-resistant and machine washable 

- 3 Cut outs for cable management and monitor attachment 

- Cable management basket tightly fit under the desk 

- Sturdy steel legs for long-lasting stability 

 
 



   

Features 

Huge Full-Surface Mousepad 

The full-surface mousepad is also water-resistant, making cleanup easy and simple. 

If you wish to have a more thorough cleaning, just throw it in your machine washer. 

Water-resistant & Easy to Clean 

The full-surface mousepad is also water-resistant, making cleanup easy and simple. 

If you wish to have a more thorough cleaning, just throw it in your machine washer. 

Cable Management 

The Arena Fratello has 3 cut-outs on top of the surface leading to a mesh basket that 

is tightly attached to the underside of the desk, making it easy to manage all your 

cables. 

Monitor Attachment 

The 3 cutouts in the mousepad & MDF board aren’t only for cable management, but 

also to attach monitors and is spacious enough to hold 2 large-sized monitors. 

 

Specifications 

Desk Top Load Capacity 65 kg / 143.3 lbs (evenly distributed) 

Desk Height 72.5 cm / 28.5 inches 

 

Dimensions 

Box Size 79 x 59 x 30 cm / 31 x 23.2 x 11.8 inches 

Gross Weight 28.5 kg / 62.83 lbs 

Desk Netto Weight 24 kg / 52.9 lbs 

 


